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We formulate here a lowest order parabolic (LOP) theory for investigating the stability of
two-dimensional spatially developing boundary layer flows. Adopting a transformation earlier
proposed by the authors, and including terms of order R~213 where R is the local boundary-layer
thickness Reynolds number, we derive a minimal composite equation that contains only those terms
necessary to describe the dynamics of the disturbance velocity field in the bulk of the flow as well
as in the critical and wall layers. This equation completes a hierarchy of three equations, with an
ordinary differential equation correct to R~:'2 (similar to but different from the Orr-Sommerfeld)
at one end, and a "full" nonparallel equation nominally correct to R~[ at the other (although the
latter can legitimately claim higher accuracy only when the mean flow in the boundary layer is
computed using higher order theory). The LOP equation is shown to give results close to the full
nonparallel theory, and is the highest-order stability theory that is justifiable with the lowest-order
mean velocity profiles for the boundary layer. © 7999 American Institute of Physics.
[81070-6631(99)01006-5]
I. INTRODUCTION
The downstream growth of a boundary layer of charac-
teristic thickness 9(x) can be written as
dO (1)
where A- is the streamwise coordinate and R the Reynolds
number based on boundary-layer thickness. At high Rey-
nolds numbers, this variation with x is small in comparison
with variations of other physical quantities like the velocity
with respect to the normal direction y. It has therefore been
long considered a good first approximation to take the
boundary layer as locally parallel in stability analyses, and
apply the traditional Orr-Sommerfeld (OS) equation. Sev-
eral penetrating studies (e.g., Gaster,1 Bertolotti et ai~)
sought to improve on the parallel-flow approximation by tak-
ing account of the spatial development. In most of these, die
OS equation was accepted as being in some sense the lowest-
order stability equation, with nonparallel effects adding
higher-order [0(R~1)] corrections to it. To lend strength to
this line of thought, several nonparallel formulations derived
from first principles, such as Bertolotti, Herbert, and Spalart2
(hereafter BHS) and Govindarajan and Narasimha3 (hereafter
GN95), gave rise to more elaborate stability equations which
contain the entire OS equation and several additional terms
with R~' as factor. Some of these higher-order terms contain
derivatives in the streamwise direction, which means that the
stability equations are no longer ordinary differential equa-
tions like the Orr-Sommerfeld. Although the apparent dif-
ference between the parallel and nonparallel formulations is
only in the higher-order terms, the implicit assumption that
the stability of a boundary layer is not strongly affected by
its growth was (for various reasons discussed below) in need
of a critical re-examination, which has recently been under-
taken by Govindarajan and Narasimha4 (hereafter GN97).
Considering similarity solutions of the boundary-layer equa-
tions, and adopting a coordinate transformation inspired by
the similarity variables, they showed that the spatial devel-
opment of the flow affects stability at an order considerably
lower than 0(R~l). This does not present any contradiction,
since nonparallel effects are contained, not merely in the
additional higher-order terms emerging from various formu-
lations, but very substantially in the lower-order terms them-
selves. They showed that a "lowest-order" stability equa-
tion, which contained all effects of 0(R~ "2) [and up to but
not including 0(/?~2/3)], produces stability results in good
qualitative agreement with the results of the full nonparallel
analysis. This equation is nonetheless an ordinary differential
equation; the streamwise dependence is partly explicit, since
R = R(x), but is also imbedded into it by the particular co-
ordinate transformation used.
In nonparallel stability analyses which include terms of
0(R~l), the streamwise derivative of the disturbance ampli-
tude d<f>/dx imparts a parabolic character to disturbance
propagation (BHS interpret the presence of this term as the
defining feature of nonparallel stability theories). They there-
fore call their equation the Parabolic Stability Equation (PSE
as it is popularly known) and solve it by marching down-
stream. It is relevant to point out here that in their respective
formulations, both BHS and GN95 make the assumption
that, since the boundary layer growth rate is O(R~l), down-
stream variations in (f> are at most of this order, i.e.,
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the second derivative fl26ldx~ being of higher order and
therefore negligible. The parabolic effects are therefore pre-
sumed to be "weak." The question we pose in this paper is,
how important really are the parabolic effects, i.e., given Eq.
(2), do they affect stability at a lower order than is apparent
at first? If this is indeed the case, is it possible to isolate their
"largest" contribution? We proceed to do so by formulating
a "lowest-order parabolic" (LOP) stability equation. This
equation contains all effects upto and including 0(R~2K). It
is shown that stability results obtained from the LOP equa-
tion are close to those from a more extended nonparallel
analysis of the PSE type.
The present approach places great stress on achieving a
rational approximation, i.e., all effects up to a given order in
the reciprocal of the Reynolds number are included, and
higher-order effects are neglected. Second, compared to
BHS, the streamwise derivative is interpreted somewhat dif-
ferently, leading to different solution methods. The present
lowest-order parabolic equation is a subset of the "full"
nonparallel equation of GN95, which includes all terms of
O(R~l) in an appropriate primitive equation for the distur-
bance stream function; since the equation of BHS also in-
cludes all terms of this order in addition to others, a com-
parison between these two equations (GN95 and BHS)
brings out the differences in the approaches. The two equa-
tions are written out in full and compared at length in Sec. II;
for clarity of discussion we introduce here their structure
alone. The full nonparallel equation of GN95 has the form
{OS} <£+ -{NP.+NP
 h}4>= 0 R2 (3)
with the Orr-Sommerfeld operator {OS} containing certain
terms of 0(1) and others with a factor /?"'. The operator
{NPi} consists of nonparallel terms due to the change in the
boundary-layer thickness, streamwise variations in the free-
stream velocity as well as the .v-dependence of the distur-
bance. The operator {NPi,} accounts for higher-order correc-
tions to the mean flow, due to displacement thickness,
surface curvature, etc. (the effect of displacement thickness
on the mean flow for Falkner-Skan wedge flows was con-
sidered by GN95). Equation (3) includes all terms with the
factor R~l in the primitive variables, and will be termed
"nominally" correct to O ( R ~ l ) in the following. The PSE,
on the other hand, which may be written in the present no-
tation as
R- (4)
contains certain terms of a higher order ( R ~ 2 ) but omits
others of the same order when written out in the variables of
GN95. A more consistent version of the PSE has been de-
rived by Simen et al.5 in which the higher-order terms are
dropped. Since BHS derive their equation for a semi-infinite
flat plate, for which 0(R~l) mean flow effects happen to
vanish, no operator like {NP,,} appears in their equation, but
of course in more general flows the operator {NP,,} cannot
be ignored.
A major qualitative difference between these equations
and the Orr-Sommerfeld equation,
is that while Eq. (5) is an ordinary differential equation in .y,
the "nonparallel" equations (3) and (4) contain derivatives
with respect to x as well. The PSE, as mentioned before, is
solved by space marching. GN95, on the other hand, noting
that dtj>ldx is independent of the streamwise coordinate A' to
the order considered, treat it as a perturbation on an ordinary
differential equation, and solve Eq. (3) by a trial and error
procedure. In the case of a boundary layer over a semi-
infinite flat plate, the two methods when applied to the same
equation lead to virtually identical solutions; details of the
differences in the equations and approaches are discussed in
the following sections.
The LOP theory assumes importance in the light of the
following discussion. The mean flow contains contributions
of 0(R~l) except in the special case of flow over an ideal
semi-infinite flat plate. A stability analysis conducted using a
full nonparallel equation including all terms of O(R"t)
would be rational only if the mean flow were correct up to
this order. Apart from it being not always feasible for the
mean flow to be prescribed to this degree of accuracy, it is
obvious that nonparallel effects must exist even when only
the lowest-order contributions to the mean flow are consid-
ered. However, the OS does not arise as the correct equation
in any rational approximation of the full boundary-layer sta-
bility equation: the equation correct to the lowest order is
that formulated in GN97. A rational stability theory (LOP)
correct to the next higher order is formulated in this paper
and it is shown that the LOP is the highest-order theory
consistent with a low-order mean flow. Since most stabil i ty
analyses are conducted using low-order mean How, the LOP,
being considerably simpler than the PSE, is of practical u t i l -
ity-
The suggestion implicit in the above statements is that
the spatial development of the flow affects stability al a
lower order than 0(R~]). A rational stability theory consid-
ering all effects including R~m was formulated by GN97;
with neutral stability defined correctly for the flow q u a n t i t y
being studied, this theory was shown to contain most non-
parallel effects. Up to this order, there is no explicit effect of
the downstream propagation of the disturbances on the sta-
bility. Indeed, a legitimate question about a theory of this
type is the following: if an ordinary differential equation in v
[like Eq. (5)] has a solution <£(v), an arbitrary function of \
times <£(v) is also a solution; so how does the .t-dependcnce
get determined? In practice this question has been answered,
e.g., in e"-type calculations, by noting that an o.d.e. like the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation, through the dependence of R on
.v, carries x as a parameter. Thus the amplitude of the distur-
bance at any station is determined by the amplification or
attenuation that it suffers through the stability characteristics
(computed assuming parallel flow) at the immediately pre-
ceding station. A more satisfactory answer to this question
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must, however, proceed from a primitive equation in which
the .v-dependence is explicit; it is clear that the weak depen-
dence on .r, i.e., the fact that dtfrldx is a higher-order term,
making the parabolicity singular in some sense, holds the
key to the answer. We will pursue this question elsewhere,
but confine ourselves in the present paper to showing that
parabolic effects first appear at order R~2B, and that the
solution up to this order is closer to that of the more elabo-
rate nonparallel equations than the solution of the lowest-
order ordinary differential equation studied in GN97.
It is relevant to mention here that the present theory is
quite different from that of Smith.6 The latter work also pro-
poses a rational theory for the nonparallel stability of bound-
ary layers, but its region of validity is much narrower than
that of the present theory. First, it is valid only close to the
lower limb of the neutral stability boundary where the
boundary layer displays a triple deck structure: a lower deck,
containing both the critical and the wall layers, an upper
deck, where the basic flow is virtually the free stream, and a
main deck between the two. Second, the scaling is based on
the observation that at very high Reynolds numbers, the neu-
tral wave number on the lower limb varies proportionally
with R~w, which holds only for RS>Ra. The theory of
Smith can thus predict neither the critical Reynolds number
nor the upper branch (although a five deck theory can be
formulated for the asymptotic part of the upper branch). The
present theory considers separately the critical layer, the wall
layer, and the rest of the boundary layer. It is valid whether
or not these layers overlap with each other: e.g., the fact that,
close to the lower limb, the wall layer is contained in the
critical layer presents no problem and requires no separate
treatment. The present theory is therefore not restricted to the
neighborhood of either limb of the stability boundary. An-
other advantage the LOP enjoys over the approach of Smith
is that since no asymptotic scaling is assumed, it is valid for
R> 1, which includes the neighborhood of the critical Rey-
nolds number. The present theory is thus uniformly valid
over the entire domain in the stability diagram; the price paid
is that the equation derived is more complicated than
Smith's.
II. THE BASIC EQUATIONS
The full nonparallel equation of GN95 is given by Eq.
(3) with the boundary conditions
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and
as
(6)
(7)
in which the operators {OS}, {NP\} and {NP,,}, respec-
tively, are
1
T
(8)
and
{NPh}=-i
(9)
(10)
Here the momentum thickness d and the local free-stream
velocity U have been used as scales, with R = 6UI v, v being
the kinematic viscosity. The operator D stands for differen-
tiation with respect to y,y being proportional to the Falkner-
Skan similarity variable and x nondimensionalized in a spe-
cial way:
yd=6y and dxd—9dx, (11)
where subscript d stands for the dimensional variable. <3> and
<f> are, respectively, the mean and the disturbance amplitude
of the streamfunction tfr:
- (12)i\ adx—(at
The mean flow contains both lower- and higher-order contri-
butions:
1 (13)
(For the particular case considered in GN95, it turns out that
4*1 is independent of .x.) For a Falkner—Skan velocity profile,
the parameters p and q, defined, respectively, by the relations
pU _d(U8) q _ dB (14)
are constants. Following the same line of reasoning that was
used for the assumption (2),
d2a (15)
is neglected. The detailed derivation of Eq. (3) is available in
GN95.
BHS derive the following equation for the flow over a
flat plate under the assumptions (2) and (15):
da
— (16)
where
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{£2}= —
4/a
D-,
•"•
D2-
A n
6 ia~
and u0 and u0 are the streamwise and normal components of
the mean velocity, respectively, and D stands for derivative
with respect to the Cartesian coordinate normal to the wall.
When it is rewritten in the present notation, the PSE (16) is
given by Eq. (4), with
-4ia(D2-a2)R-—2iRa'(D2-3a2). (17)Ax-
Since Eq. (4) is written for a Blasius mean flow, the operator
{NP j} must be simplified using the fact that p = q in this
case for a proper comparison. When this is done it will be
seen that Eq. (4) includes all terms of O(R~') in Eq. (3), but
contains in addition several higher-order terms. [The primi-
tive equations underlying the full nonparallel theory of
GN95, however, are the same as the PSE; the higher-order
terms in Eq. (17) separate out because of the use of similarity
variables in GN95. The approach of GN95 has the advantage
that it illuminates connections with Orr-Sommerfeld and
similar ordinary differential equations.] It may further be
noted that the solutions of GN95 agree well with those of
BHS, which shows that the higher-order terms in Eq. (17)
are unnecessary, and may be omitted, as expected, without
any loss of accuracy.
GN97 formulated the lowest-order stability equation
which contains all effects up to and including O(R~m):
+ I- D 4+,$ D3 \+
 R(D +p®0  )J0-0.
(18)
This equation has been derived by considering in turn the
critical layer, the wall layer, and the rest of the boundary
layer, ordering terms respectively in each of these, and by
constructing a minimal composite equation containing all the
terms which are O(R~112) or lower in any of the layers: the
details are given in the following section. Equation (18) has
the form of a modified OS equation. The differences between
Eq. (18) and the OS equation (5) have been discussed in
GN97, where it is shown that stability results from Eq. (18)
are not qualitatively very different from those of more com-
plete nonparallel equations, i.e., the lowest-order stability
equation, in spite of being an o.d.e., contains substantially
the effects due to the spatial development of the flow.
The approach used in GN97 permits us to derive a hier-
archy of equations governing the stability of nonparallel
flow. In GN97 the contribution due to the downstream nature
of disturbance propagation was neglected; we now proceed
to study this effect. In this process, we shall show that the
next member in the hierarchy is a parabolic partial differen-
tial equation, correct to O(R~213), but still of lower order
than the full nonparallel equation of GN95 or the PSE of
BHS. The equation immediately higher in the hierarchy than
the present equation would have to be O(R~l), which, it is
argued, is inconsistent with mean flow data prescribed only
up to 0(1).
III. A HIERARCHY OF STABILITY EQUATIONS
The objective of this section is to derive a sequence of
composite stability equations of order lower than R ~ ' , each
composite equation being capable of providing uniformly
valid solutions to an appropriate order throughout the bound-
ary layer. We begin by rewriting the full nonparallel equa-
tion (3) in the following form:
1
2q-p
iaR
0=0,
(19)
where c is the phase velocity of the disturbance and n() and
a\ contain coefficients that can be derived from Eqs. (9) and
(10). We define an expansion for the disturbance eigenfunc-
tion 0 as follows:
where e is a small parameter to be arrived at from the dis-
cussion below. The approach followed is to consider sepa-
rately the bulk of the flow and the critical and wall layers,
respectively, and to collect terms upto a given order into a
composite stability equation in the manner described in
GN97. Here the "bulk" of the flow includes the regions in
the boundary layer above the critical layer as well as in be-
tween the critical and wall layers when these are distinct. In
accordance with Eq. (20), the eigenfunction is expressed as
an asymptotic expansion in each layer, respectively, as
> iog(
,2( 77,) + •
with
%=v,
.
and 77,,,=—.
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
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The mean streamfunction $ has already been written as the
asymptotic expansion (13). The higher-order component of
the mean flow in this equation, <£ | , contains contributions
due to the displacement effects, surface curvature, etc. (see,
e.g., Van Dyke7). In the flow over a semi-infinite wedge, f&o
satisfies the Falkner-Skan equation, while <E> t arises due to
the displacement alone, and satisfies Eq. (17) of GN95. The
lower-order component <&0 can be expanded in the critical
and wall layers, respectively, as
and
(26)
(27)
Substituting Eqs. (21) and (13) into the full nonparallel Eq.
(19), and equating terms of like order in eh, we get the
lowest-order equation for the outer layer, which is simply the
Rayleigh equation
(ta - a4>i)(^0- a2x,,«) + a^Xb0 = 0. (28)
From the corresponding equation of the next higher order we
get
In the critical layer, the lowest-order equation
is obtained by setting
(29)
(30)
l/3
. (31)
In Eq. (30), only the lower-order component of the mean
flow appears. This is because, using Eq. (25), the factor (c
— <£') in Eq. (19) can be expanded in the critical layer as
(32)
Using Eqs. (24) and (13), and arranging in increasing powers
of er, it is noticed that terms containing derivatives of the
higher-order mean flow, < 3 > ] , appear at higher orders in the
expansion, and <I>" and <$'" in the first two terms on the right
hand side of Eq. (32) may be replaced, respectively, by <I>[JC
and <&QC up to the order considered.
In the wall layer, with
,- -fmp\-m
we get
(33)
(34)
On examining Eq. (20) in the light of Eqs. (29), (31), and
(33), it is seen that an appropriate choice for e is (or/?)~ l / 6 .
In Eqs. (21.) and (23), the X functions can be set to zero
without any loss of generality, and Eq. (20) may be written
as
(35)
Here, x0 has contributions from all three layers. x\ and ^ 5 in
Eq. (20) are zero, while the primary contribution to \2 and
X4 comes from the critical layer. The detailed discussion in
the Appendix shows that the solutions for xc and ^r either
vanish exponentially outside the critical layer or match with
the inviscid solution. ^3 = ^ ,,.! has an exponentially decaying
behavior outside the wall layer (Drazin and Reids), and so
does not affect the matching.
The subsequent terms in Eq. (35) can be derived from
Eq. (19) by the same procedure, and are solutions of the
following equations:
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
For reasons discussed earlier, the higher-order mean flow
does not appear in any of the equations derived here.
From an examination of the above set of equations, it is
evident [from the presence of the term containing the factor p
in Eq. (36)] that the lowest-order nonparallel effect is already
present in the equation for x.c\ which has an 0(R~IB) con-
tribution. It is also apparent, from Eq. (39), that the stream-
wise derivative of the disturbance eigenfunction first appears
in the coefficient of e4, i.e., at O(R~213).
We now return to the full nonparallel Eq. (3) and con-
struct from it a "minimal" subset containing just those terms
necessary for deriving equations for Xo through X2 and M
and X2 in Eq. (20). This works out to be the lowest-order
stability Eq. (18). Incidentally, the terms contained in Eq.
(18) already include the equation for ^3, which makes the
lowest-order stability equation correct to O(R~ "2). The next
composite stability equation in this hierarchy would include
X4 and X4 and is given by
—
D4+;;<J>()D3
0=0. (41)
It may be noticed that the last term in Eq. (41) contains the
streamwise derivative of the disturbance amplitude, which
was absent in the lowest-order Eq. (18), i.e., the effects of the
parabolic nature of the flow on its stability first appear in this
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equation. It is therefore appropriate to call it the "Lowest-
order Parabolic Stability Equation" (LOP equation). The
boundary conditions are given by Eqs. (6) and (7).
It is important to note that the higher-order contributions
to the mean flow, i.e., <t>, and so on, do not affect stability
upto the order considered. From Eq. (35) it is clear that the
next stability equation in the hierarchy would be one correct
to 0(R~}) such as the full nonparallel equation of GN95. If
we were to use such an equation, in order to be consistent we
need to know $, accurately. The LOP is thus the highest-
order stability equation that is consistent with the lowest-
order approximation to the mean flow in the boundary layer.
When the lowest-order parabolic equation is compared
to the OS Eq. (5), it is noticed that the term o:4r/>, which is
present in the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, being 0 ( R ~ l ) or
higher everywhere in the boundary layer, has to be neglected
in this analysis. Instead, the term containing £>3r/> and two
additional terms containing D2c/> are now included. As dis-
cussed in GN97, the third derivative term is due to the ad-
vection of the disturbance vorticity, £d, by the normal com-
ponent of the mean velocity. The nonparallel component of
the streamwise advection of f,/, on the other hand, gives rise
to a new second derivative term as well as to the explicit
parabolic term in Eq. (41). Equation (41) is a low-order sub-
set of Eq. (3), which arises out of the vorticity equation for
linear disturbances,
(42)
0.0003
Dtd
Here D0/Dt,j stands for the total derivative following the
mean flow. The origin of each of the terms in Eq. (41) can be
traced back to a corresponding term in Eq. (42) and the
primitive equation for Eq. (41) may be derived to be
(43)Dt<t
Equation (43) contains all nonparallel effects upto O(R m);
it is therefore sufficient to begin from Eq. (43) instead of
(42) in order to obtain stability characteristics up to this or-
der. This observation is relevant especially for nonsimilar
flows where Eq. (41) will not hold. In comparison with the
primitive equation for the lowest-order stability equation
[Eq. (4.3) of GN97], it is seen that the only additional term in
Eq. (43) is the last one, which represents streamwise diffu-
sion of the dominant term in disturbance vorticity. In the
LOP equation (as in the OS equation), this diffusion appears
as an additional second derivative term (-2crD2c/>). Note
that the last term in Eq. (43) is significant only at the critical
layer, where the dominant contribution to f t / comes only
from dudldytl: the other term dfidldxtl will be of higher
order.
IV. RESULTS
Neutral stability boundaries were computed using both
the full nonparallel Eq. (3) and the LOP Eq. (41) for various
heights in the boundary layer using the finite difference al-
gorithm and solution procedure described in GN95. The
main objective of this comparison is to enable an assessment
of how accurate the present theory is in accounting for the
0.0002 ;
0.0001
200 250
FIG. I . Neutral slabilily boundaries nl the inner nmxinuim. in = 0. Solid lino:
LOP equation; long dashes: "lull" nonparullcl theory; short dashes: lowest-
order theory; symbols: OiT-Somiiierl'eld.
effects of How nonparallel ism; as already pointed out, ihe
"full nonparallel" theory [Eq. (6) of GN95] is to be consid-
ered consistent in any flow problem only if higher-order ef-
fects in boundary layer mean profiles vanish, The stabili ty
boundary at the inner maximum of the streamwise distur-
bance velocity, as predicted by different theories for (he How
over a flat plate, is plotted in Fig. I ; here /•' is the noiidimen-
sioiuil frequency parameter which is proportional to the di-
mensional frequency «,/. (For a Falkner-Skan mean How
with a pressure gradient parameter HI, we have F
sw / t f ( l"3" ' ) / ( l +" l ) . ) The results of BUS are practically in-
distinguishable from those of the fu l l nonparallel Eq. (3) of
GN95 and are therefore not indicated separately in the figure,
Also not shown arc the DNS results of Fusel and
Kon/elmann, with which the fu l l nonparallel results are in
excellent agreement.
It is well-known that in nonparallel Hows assessment of
stability depends on the path along which Ihe disturbance is
monitored. At a given R, for example, the ampli tude of n'
may decay along one path and grow along another. Fusel and
Konxelmann*' and GN95 have shown that slabilily character-
istics are very sensitive to the normal distance from Ihe wall
of the monitoring location: thus Ihe variation in ihe cri t ical
Reynolds number wi th height above Iliu wall , for example, is
certainly much larger in magnitude numerical ly (i.e., is of
lower order in tin asymptotic expansion) than A ' " " ' . The de-
pendence of stability on height is thus a good check for the
performance of the LOP theory. We therefore compute sta-
bility boundaries at various heights in the boundary layer,
and obtain from these two characteristic quanti t ies at each
height, namely ihe highest possible frequency l''nm at which
instability is possible, and the critical Reynolds number W c r .
The highest unstable frequency is plotted us a fund ion
of height in Fig. 2. It is evident that the LOP, in spile of
being a much simpler equation than Eq. (3), is in close agree-
ment with the predictions of the latter. As discussed in
GN97, the conventional OS results shown in the figures are
independent of height. (It is, however, possible to obtain
height dependence from the OS by taking suitable directional
'HUM
\
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0.001 0.0015
FIG. 2. Highest unstable frequency F^ as a function of height. Y is ex-
pressed as a fraction of boundary-layer thickness. m = 0. Filled circles: LOP;
open symbols: full nonparallel; crosses: lowest-order theory, dashed line:
Orr-Somrnerfeld.
derivatives, as shown by BHS in their Fig. 5 and discussed in
GN95.) The conventional OS result, which gives one answer
across the boundary layer, lies very close to the result of the
full nonparallel theory at the inner maximum of <f>y. In spite
of not being rational up to any order, the performance of the
Orr-Sommerfeld theory is quite remarkable, at least in the
vicinity of the inner maximum.
The same quantities as plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, for a boundary layer in a
strong adverse pressure gradient. For pressure gradient flows,
there is a need for results from DNS studies (or experiment)
against which different stability theories can be assessed. In
the absence of such data, a stability boundary correct to
O(R~l) is the best available yardstick against which the
performance of the LOP can be measured. The mean
Falkner-Skan flow over a smooth wedge contains higher-
order contributions due to the displacement effect. The sta-
bility boundary at the inner maximum of (J>y correct to
0.0008
o.ooos \-
0.0004 h
0.0002
FIG 3 Neutral stability at inner maximum for m= -0.06. Solid line: LOP
equation; long dashes: full nonparallel theory including higher-order mean
flow; short dashes: lowest-order theory; symbols: Orr-Sommerfeld.
D •
a •
0.5 L
0.0005 0.001 0.0015
FIG. 4. Highest unstable frequency as a function of height for m= -0.06.
Filled circles: LOP; open symbols: full nonparallel; crosses: lowest-order
theory, dashed line: Orr-Sommerfeld.
0(R ') for this flow, with a Falkner-Skan parameter value
of m = -0.06, was computed by GN95, and is reproduced in
Fig. 3. The other stability boundaries, being correct to lower
orders, contain only the lowest-order mean flow coirespond-
ing to m = — 0.06. The LOP is seen to perform much better
than the lowest-order o.d.e. of GN97. Shown in Fig. 5 is the
variation of the critical Reynolds number with height. Fig-
ures 4 and 5 show that the LOP is able to follow closely the
height dependence displayed by the full nonparallel theory.
The predictions of the highest unstable frequency are excel-
lent. Those of the critical Reynolds number, although show-
ing slightly greater discrepancy, are still very good. In these
two figures, all the results have been obtained using the
lowest-order mean flow.
We have repeated these calculations for different values
of m. The results are summarized in Figs. 6 and 7, where the
fractional error (when compared to the full nonparallel solu-
tion with lower-order mean flow), respectively, in the critical
20 40 60 BO
R
FIG. 5. Critical Reynolds number as a function of height for m=-0.06.
Legend same as in Fig. 4.
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-0.2 -
-0.4
-0.1 0.1 0.2
FIG. 6. Fractional error in highest unstable frequency. A/7 is the difference
between the highest unstable frequency predicted by a low-order theory and
that predicted by the full nonparallel theory for the same mean flow. Filled
circles: LOP; crosses: lowest-order equation.
Reynolds number and the highest unstable frequency, are
plotted against the pressure gradient: even in high adverse
pressure gradients, the error is =S10%, while the error is
much lower in favorable pressure gradients, presumably due
to the high Reynolds numbers involved. As discussed in
GN95, the streamwise derivative dip/dx is arrived at by trial
and error: in computations of full nonparallel solutions, nu-
merical convergence is a problem, especially in adverse pres-
sure gradients. As a result, some jitter was evident in the
plots of neutral stability close to the critical Reynolds num-
ber, especially in sharply decelerating flows. However, for
the LOP equation, convergence to the correct value is rapid
for any m and there is no jitter in the stability boundaries
obtained.
In the results presented so far, the emphasis has been on
the neutral stability boundary. This is important and is useful
in assessing different stability theories, but, as shown in
GN97, the stability loops at different heights can exhibit
some rather peculiar features. A related but more important
0.4
A R
R
0.2
-0.2
-0.1 0.1 0.2
log
0.5
FIG. 7. Fractional error in critical Reynolds number. Filled circles: LOP;
crosses: lowest-order equation.
FIG. 8. Amplification factors at inner maximum for F= \.4d-4 at in=0.
Solid iine: LOP; long dashes: full nonparallel theory; symbols: Fuse I and
Konzelmann.
point is that, in nonparallel flows, there is a fundamental
problem in apportioning streamwise valuation in disturbance
amplitude between exponential growth [through the imagi-
nary part of a in Eq. (12)] and streamwise evolution [through
the dependence on x of tf>(x,y)]. It is therefore perhaps more
appropriate to examine directly the streamwise variation of
the disturbance amplitude itself. Furthermore, for making
predictions about the onset of transition to turbulence, it is
again the amplitude of a given initial disturbance as a func-
tion of the streamwise location that is of primary relevance.
In the familial' e" method (Smith and Garaberoni10), the en-
velope formed by plots of amplitudes corresponding to dis-
turbances of different frequencies is monitored, and transi-
tion is predicted to take place at the location where its
magnitude is e" times the amplitude at the critical Reynolds
number, i.e., where
log
n being a prescribed number (usually taken as around 9).
Quantitative differences in log[yt/Acr] obtained from dif-
ferent stability theories tend to be smaller than differences in
stability boundaries, even in adverse pressure gradient flows,
and the resulting n factor varies little (GN95). This leads to
the conclusion that lower-order theories, especially the LOP,
should be sufficient for computations of n; at any rate, the
greater accuracy of higher-order theories is of significance
only when higher-order mean velocity profiles are available.
Amplitudes computed using the full nonparallel Eq. (3) were
shown by GN95 to be in excellent agreement with the results
of the direct numerical simulations of Fasel and
Konzelmann.9 Figure 8 shows the performance of the present
theory in the computation of amplification factors at the in-
ner maximum of the eigenfunction. The maximum discrep-
ancy when compared to the full nonparallel solution is less
than 0.1, but this difference should be much smaller in the
envelopes of disturbance amplitudes, i.e., in the n-factor. The
LOP is in closer agreement with the full nonparallel results
than the lowest-order results are. This is true even in adverse
0.5
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pressure gradients, as shown in Fig. 9 for the Falkner-Skan
flow at in = -0.04; again the difference in amplification fac-
tor is less than 0.1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have derived and analyzed here the highest-order
stability equation lower than the full nonparallel system of
GN95, which is itself nominally correct to O(R~l). As has
been pointed out in GN95 and GN97, an analysis including
0(/?~') or higher-order terms would be justified only when
mean velocity profiles from higher-order boundary-layer
theory are used. To get a rational theory to these orders, one
would have to expand the mean flow in the series given by
Eq. (13); <3> j would have to be included in the Rayleigh part
of the stability equation to be consistent, as has been done in
Eq. (3). However, we are aware of no stability calculations
that include these higher-order effects, except for the ex-
ample of the displacement thickness worked out in GN95. In
most practical flows there are higher-order contributions to
the mean flow, due for example to displacement thickness or
surface curvature, but the mean flow data are often not avail-
able up to this level of accuracy. In such situations, use of
the equation presented and analyzed in this paper is entirely
legitimate. To get the full benefit of higher-order equations,
like Eq. (6) of GN95 or the PSE, one would have to use
higher-order boundary-layer theory.
The present paper has been confined to similar flows. It
is important to stress that the extension of the LOP to non-
similar flows is straightforward and will be addressed else-
where. The approach followed is similar to that described in
GN95, where a full nonparallel theory for "weakly" non-
similar flows, such as in the boundary layers over airfoils,
was developed and used to compute amplification factors
over a typical airfoil.
APPENDIX
The two inviscid solutions of Eq. (28) for the outer layer
have been given by Tollmien (Drazin and Reid8) as
( A l )
and
*!.",
(A2)
It is shown below that the equations for the critical and wall
layers obtained using the LOP Eq. (41) match with the above
equations at large rjt. and 77^., respectively. It is observed
that the terms which appear due to the nonparallel nature of
the flow, i.e., those which are not taken into account in the
classical theory, while being significant in the critical and
wall layers, do not affect the matching with the outer layer.
The critical layer equation (30) is the same as that in classi-
cal theory, so its solutions are well known. Two solutions of
Eq. (30) may be obtained by setting x"n = 0, which are
[Xc(]\\""nc and [/v,.()]2= 1- At large rjc, these two solutions
match with the leading terms in Eqs. (Al ) and (A2) of the
inviscid solutions [^;,]i and [,¥/,];>, respectively. For ,Y",-,
=£0, Eq. (30) corresponds to Airy's equation for ^"0, which
can be solved at large r/c to give two solutions. One of these
([/Vto]-*) grows exponentially with 77,., which does not sat-
isfy the matching condition. It is hence discarded, leaving the
other solution with the following rapid decay outside the
critical layer:
[XcoL-^'W-iU^r'V2]. (A3)
At the next order in the critical layer is Eq. (36), in which
Xco appears on the right hand side. Outside the critical layer,
i.e., at large ??<., OcoL-^O, and the solution [^.^3 of Eq.
(36) would again be one that rapidly decays outside the criti-
cal layer, therefore not affecting the matching. Thus the rel-
evant particular integrals of Eq. (36) as %.—^ are those
obtained by substituting [XCQ]\ and [Xcol; on *e riSht nand
side of Eq. (36). In both of these cases, ^"0=0 and hence the
nonparallel term P$QCX'"O - although significant within the
critical layer does not affect the matching conditions at large
77 f . The solution at large 77,. is therefore the same as that
from classical theory, i.e.,
ry.,l,r».^«)~-^n:, <A4)
which matches with the second term in Eq. (Al) and
which, together with
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matches the term containing (y-y<-)logO'~yt,) in Eq. (A2).
By the same argument, nonparallel terms in Eq. (39) are not
important at large rjc and the matching obeys classical
theory. The two solutions relevant for matching with the
outer layer are
(A7)
and
)1 log T)c . (A8)
Equation (40) for \c2 is tne same as Eq. (36), whose solution
has the same form as Eq. (A4):
(A9)
It can easily be verified that these solutions match with the
third terms of Eqs. (Al) and (A2) respectively. For the wall
layer, all solutions of Eqs. (34) and (38) decay outside the
wall layer and do not appear in the matching process.
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